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What is CloudBioLinux?

Infrastructure for installing biological software

deb/rpm packages

Bio-Linux

Linuxbrew with homebrew-science

Python, Ruby, R package management
Conda + Binstar https://conda.binstar.org/

Custom installation scripts

https://conda.binstar.org/


Key Features

Community

Curation



Community

https://github.com/chapmanb/cloudbiolinux

https://github.com/chapmanb/cloudbiolinux


History

Integration of multiple e�orts

JCVI Cloud Bio-Linux

Bioperl Max

Infochimps machetEC2

Bio-Linux

DebianMed



Original goal

Overcome bare-metal problem with AWS images

Ubuntu

Single AMI with biological tools

Automated build infrastructure

Bring in developer community

Ready to use for researchers



Biological data

Genomes, organized and indexed

Associated data �les: dbSNP, reference
transcripts

S3 bucket

Tools with organized data
GEMINI: https://github.com/arq5x/gemini

https://github.com/arq5x/gemini


Local installation

Multiple platforms: Ubuntu, RedHat/CentOS,
Debian, Scienti�cLinux

Isolated installations: no sudo, non-VM
environments

Rapid turnaround for �xes



Flavors: customized installations

Target speci�c use case

Sub-collection of packages from full distribution

Example:
cloudbiolinux/contrib/�avor/biopython

Pjotr Prins



Hidden infrastructure

bcbio-nextgen

CloudBioLinux drives fully automated
installation

Reproducible build scripts for docker migration

https://github.com/chapmanb/bcbio-nextgen

https://github.com/chapmanb/bcbio-nextgen


Containers

http://docker.io/

https://github.com/chapmanb/bcbio-nextgen-vm

http://docker.io/
https://github.com/chapmanb/bcbio-nextgen-vm


Galaxy toolshed integration vision

CloudBioLinux �avor to install tools

Install in isolated Docker container

Galaxy support for Docker

https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-central/

pull-request/401/

allow-tools-and-deployers-to-specify

https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-central/pull-request/401/allow-tools-and-deployers-to-specify
https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-central/pull-request/401/allow-tools-and-deployers-to-specify
https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-central/pull-request/401/allow-tools-and-deployers-to-specify


Manifest

Full manifest of installed software

Prioritize biological software

YAML format for parsing and downstream
queries
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CloudBioLinux architecture

YAML con�guration

Flavors

Fabric scripts

Documentation



What is a �avor?

Subset of full CloudBioLinux
packages

De�ned set of packages for a task



YAML con�guration: directory



YAML con�guration: example



Example �avor



Edit main.yaml



Edit set of brew installed packages



Edit fabricrc.txt
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Setup: get CloudBioLinux and Fabric

Retrieve source and fabric for execution

$ git clone https://github.com/chapmanb/cloudbiolinux.git

$ pip install fabric

https://github.com/fabric/fabric

https://github.com/fabric/fabric


Short demonstration �avor

contrib/�avor/demo



Install

Single command

$ cd cloudbiolinux
$ fab -H localhost install_biolinux:flavor=demo



Isolated install directory

$ tree -d -L 2 ~/tmp/cbl_demo/
/home/chapmanb/tmp/cbl_demo
|-- bin
|-- Cellar
| |-- bedtools
| |-- bwa
| |-- gatk-framework
| `-- samtools
|-- include
| `-- bam -> ../Cellar/samtools/0.1.19/include/bam
|-- lib
| `-- pkgconfig
|-- Library
| |-- Aliases
| |-- Contributions
| |-- ENV
| |-- Formula
| |-- Homebrew
| |-- LinkedKegs
| `-- Taps
|-- opt
| |-- bedtools -> ../Cellar/bedtools/2.19.1
| |-- bwa -> ../Cellar/bwa/0.7.9a
| |-- gatk-framework -> ../Cellar/gatk-framework/3.1-1
| `-- samtools -> ../Cellar/samtools/0.1.19
`-- share

|-- doc
|-- java -> ../Cellar/gatk-framework/3.1-1/share/java
|-- man
`-- samtools -> ../Cellar/samtools/0.1.19/share/samtools



Update paths to include automatically

export PATH=~/tmp/cbl_demo/bin:$PATH

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=~/tmp/cbl_demo/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH

export PERL5LIB=~/tmp/cbl_demo/lib/perl5:

~/tmp/cbl_demo/lib/perl5/site_perl:${PERL5LIB}



Do some science

$ bedtools

$ samtools

$ gatk-framework
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Tool add options

Add to any existing packaging community
DebianMed

Bio-Linux

Homebrew

Custom python code

This example: Homebrew recipe



Homebrew/Linuxbrew

https://github.com/Homebrew/homebrew

https://github.com/Homebrew/linuxbrew

https://github.com/Homebrew/homebrew
https://github.com/Homebrew/linuxbrew


homebrew-science

https://github.com/Homebrew/homebrew-science

https://github.com/Homebrew/homebrew-science


homebrew-cbl

https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl

https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl


Simple recipe

https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl/blob/

master/vt.rb

https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl/blob/master/vt.rb
https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl/blob/master/vt.rb


Complex recipe

https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl/blob/

master/vep.rb

https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl/blob/master/vep.rb
https://github.com/chapmanb/homebrew-cbl/blob/master/vep.rb
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